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DEGREASERS
OUR COMPANY:

CarCandy™, a division of Ultra-Look Corporation, is a manufacturer and distributor of
automotive detailing chemicals and supplies. Our products are manufactured at our corporate
headquarters in Lakeland, FL with distribution throughout the United States.

OUR COMMITMENT:

At CarCandy™, we are committed to bringing the most innovative and dependable products
to market through continual research and development with help from our staff of experienced
chemists. Our goal is to create long-term customer relationships by manufacturing the highest
quality car care products and providing unparalleled customer service to the automotive
detailing and reconditioning industries.

OUR SERVICES:

In addition to our full line of car care products, Ultra-Look Corp. provides custom chemical
manufacturing and private labeling services. Private labeled products allow our customers to
create their own personalized image and brand which in turn leads to higher customer loyalty.
We help our customers through the entire process from product formulation, label design, label
printing to product packaging. We can efficiently package quarts, gallons, pails, drums and totes
at our manufacturing facility. Contact us to learn more about these services.
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ALL PURPOSE CLEANERS & DEGREASERS

HOT TAMALE

All Purpose Degreaser

A medium-duty all purpose cleaner and degreaser. It is formulated to remove
tough dirt, grease and grime from most interior and exterior surfaces. Dilute Hot
Tamale 4:1 with water for general purpose degreasing and spray on surface to
be cleaned. Rinse area thoroughly with clean water. Use full strength for heavily
soiled areas. Do not allow product to dry on surface.

ORANGE CRUSH Citrus Based Cleaner
A water based, biodegradable all purpose citrus cleaner. This concentrated cleaner
is excellent for removing tough dirt and grime from carpets, vinyl, fabrics and
engines. It is fast acting and dries with no product residue. For engine degreasing:
dilute Orange Crush 4:1 with water and apply with a sprayer or pressure washer.
For interior cleaning: dilute 10:1 for cleaning of plastic, rubber and vinyl surfaces.
Apply Orange Crush with a sprayer or applicator pad and scrub surface. Dry area
with a clean terry towel. For carpet and upholstery cleaning: dilute 10:1 and apply
with a brush. Scrub fabric vigorously then vacuum.

PRO APC Multi-Surface Cleaner
A mild, fast-acting all purpose surface cleaner and degreaser. It will safely and
effectively clean shop floors, machinery and other equipment. It is also safe to use
on most interior and exterior surfaces. Use full strength for heavily soiled areas or
dilute 5:1 with water for light cleaning.

PURPLE MONSTER

All Purpose Degreaser

A medium-duty all purpose cleaner and degreaser. It is formulated to remove
tough dirt, grease and grime from most interior and exterior surfaces. Dilute
Purple Monster 4:1 with water for general purpose degreasing and spray on
surface to be cleaned. Rinse area thoroughly with clean water. Use full strength for
heavily soiled areas. Do not allow product to dry on surface.

SUPER HOT TAMALE

Industrial Strength Degreaser

A heavy-duty industrial strength cleaner and degreaser. It is formulated to remove
the toughest dirt, grease and grime from most surfaces. For general purpose
cleaning dilute 30:1 with water and use thru a pressure washer. For extremely
tough degreasing, dilute Super Hot Tamale 10:1 and spray directly on soiled
surface. Allow product to dwell for 1-2 minutes then thoroughly rinse area with
clean water. Do not allow product to dry on surface.
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PART # 30-00052
PART # 30-00053
PART # 30-00054
PART # 30-00055

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00068
PART # 30-00069
PART # 30-00070
PART # 30-00071

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00427
PART # 30-00037
PART # 30-00038
PART # 30-00039

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00074
PART # 30-00075
PART # 30-00076
PART # 30-00077

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00082
PART # 30-00083
PART # 30-00084
PART # 30-00085

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM
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High Gloss Tire Shine

A ready to use solvent and silicone based, high gloss tire dressing that has a
pleasant fruity fragrance. This product is designed specifically for tires, rubber
moldings and exterior trim. It provides a weather resistant finish with a long
lasting shine. Apply Blue Ice with a sponge applicator or sprayer to clean surface
and allow to thoroughly dry before moving vehicle. This product contains silicone
and is NOT body shop safe.

CLEAR ICE (DYED BLUE) Medium Gloss Tire Shine
A ready to use solvent and silicone based, medium gloss tire dressing that has
a pleasant fruity fragrance. This product is designed specifically for tires, rubber
moldings and exterior trim. It provides a weather resistant finish with a long
lasting shine. Apply Clear Ice with a sponge applicator or sprayer to clean surface
and allow to thoroughly dry before moving vehicle. This product contains silicone
and is NOT body shop safe.

CLEAR ICE

Medium Gloss Tire Shine

A ready to use solvent and silicone based, medium gloss tire dressing that has
a pleasant fruity fragrance. This product is designed specifically for tires, rubber
moldings and exterior trim. It provides a weather resistant finish with a long
lasting shine. Apply Clear Ice with a sponge applicator or sprayer to clean surface
and allow to thoroughly dry before moving vehicle. This product contains silicone
and is NOT body shop safe.

BUMPER & TRIM Plastic and Vinyl Renewer
A ready to use solvent based plastic and vinyl renewer that restores color and life
to faded bumpers and exterior trim. Provides excellent results that will last for
weeks. This product contains silicone and is NOT body shop safe.

DRESS
“007”ALL Slingless High Gloss Tire Shine
A ready to use sling free solvent based, high gloss tire dressing that bonds to tires,
rubber moldings and exterior trim. It provides a weather resistant finish and a
long lasting sling resistant shine. Apply “007” directly to clean tire surface with a
sponge applicator or sprayer. Distribute product evenly to ensure adequate
coverage and allow to thoroughly dry before moving vehicle. This product contains
silicone and is NOT body shop safe.

PART # 30-00093
PART # 30-00094
PART # 30-00095
PART # 30-00096

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00520
PART # 30-00408
PART # 30-00409
PART # 30-00410

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00103
PART # 30-00104
PART # 30-00105
PART # 30-00106

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00102
PART # 30-00100
PART # 30-00367
PART # 30-00101
PART # 30-00368

1 QUART
1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00573
PART # 30-00582
PART # 30-00575
PART # 30-00583

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM
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DRESSINGS & PROTECTANTS

DRESS ALL

Ready to Use Water Based Dressing

A ready to use water based silicone dressing with a pleasant clean fragrance. It
leaves a rich, natural sheen that restores life and color to most interior and exterior
vinyl, rubber and plastic surfaces. Safe to use on engines. Apply Dress All with
an applicator pad or sprayer and allow product to dry on surface. This product
contains silicone and is NOT body shop safe.

DRESS ALL EXTREME

Concentrated Water Based Dressing

A concentrated water based silicone dressing with a pleasant clean fragrance. It
leaves a rich, natural sheen that restores life and color to all interior and exterior
vinyl, rubber and plastic surfaces. Safe to use on engines. Dilute product 1:1 with
water for natural gloss look or use full strength for high gloss application. Apply
Dress All Extreme with an applicator pad and allow product to dry on surface. This
product contains silicone and is NOT body shop safe.

RUBBER RADIANCE

Non Silicone Dressing

A water based, silicone free body shop safe dressing. It restores the color and luster
to rubber, vinyl and exterior trim by providing a long lasting shine. Apply a thin
coat to clean tires with an applicator sponge or spray bottle. For best results, allow
product to dry on surface for 10 minutes.

LEATHER REFRESH

Conditioning Interior Lotion

An easy to use leather conditioning lotion formulated to moisturize and extend
the life of leather. It provides UV protection and leaves the surface residue free.
After thoroughly cleaning leather with Interior Magic, apply Leather Refresh with a
soft cloth or sponge. Massage product into leather then buff off any excess with a
clean microfiber cloth. DO NOT use on suede or glove soft leather.

VINYL ICING Vinyl and Plastic Restorer

PART # 30-00109
PART # 30-00111
PART # 30-00112
PART # 30-00113

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00115
PART # 30-00116
PART # 30-00117
PART # 30-00118

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00124
PART # 30-00128
PART # 30-00125
PART # 30-00126

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00372
PART # 30-00369
PART # 30-00370
PART # 30-00371

1 QUART
1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL

PART # 30-00374

8 OZ BOTTLE

A vinyl and plastic restorer that will restore the orginal color and shine to all of
these surfaces: Door handles, side cladding, front and rear bumpers, exterior
mirrors, moldings, auto trim, graphics, running boards, steps, bed liners and much
more! One bottle will treat over 15 cars and provide 2-3 months of UV protection
after one application!
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PART # 20-00746

12 OZ CAN

PART # 20-00164

11 OZ CAN

PART # 20-00166

11 OZ CAN

A great quick drying, interior detail spray with a fresh watermelon scent that
leaves a professional looking matte finish on all interior surfaces. It renews the
appearance of dashboards, air conditioning vents, moldings and consoles. It does
not leave behind a residual film and eliminates transfer onto other substrates.
Apply a light even coat to surface and allow to dry.

INSTANT SHINE

Final Detail Spray

A great final detail product with a silicone based coating that is designed to
treat vinyl, fabric, leather, engine compartments, body moldings and other
polycarbonate substrates-even those hard to reach air conditioner ducts! Clean
surface before use and spray on and buff or let dry to a “like new” shine.

NON SILICONE INSTANT SHINE Silicone Free Final Detail Spray

DRESSINGS & PROTECTANTS

INTERIOR DETAIL SHINE WITH WATERMELON FRAGRANCE
Interior Detail Spray

A body shop friendly final detail product that creates a high gloss finish on rubber,
plastic, vinyl and most other surfaces. Excellent product for hard to reach areas that
will not harm freshly painted surfaces. Clean surface before use and spray on and
buff or let dry to a “like new” shine.

Ultra-Look Corp. 			863-607-6700		www.CarCandy.com
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GLASS CLEANERS

CLEAR BLUE

Ready to Use Glass Cleaner

An ammonia-free, ready to use glass cleaner. It dries quickly and provides a streak
free finish. Great for use on mirrors, glass and chrome. Dilute 2:1 with water for
light cleaning. Spray Clear Blue directly on glass surface and wipe clean with a lint
free cloth.

CLEAR BLUE PLUS Concentrated Glass Cleaner &
Windshield Washer Fluid
An ammonia-free concentrated glass cleaner and windshield washer fluid. It
dries quickly and provides a streak free finish. Great for use on mirrors, glass and
chrome. For general purpose glass cleaning dilute 1 part Clear Blue Plus with
30 parts water. Spray a fine mist on glass surface and wipe with a lint free cloth.
For use as a summer windshield washer fluid add 1 ounce of Clear Blue Plus to 1
gallon of water and pour into reservoir. For -32 degree F freeze protection dilute 1
gallon of Clear Blue Plus with 1 gallon of water.

CLEARLY PINK

Ammoniated Glass Cleaner

An ammoniated, concentrated glass cleaner. It dries fast and leaves a streak-free
finish. Great for use on mirrors, glass and headliners. May be diluted 5:1 with
water for general purpose glass cleaning. Spray a fine mist on glass surface and
wipe with a lint free cloth. NOT SAFE for use on tinted windows.

GLASS CLEANER Foaming Glass Cleaner

PART # 30-00134
PART # 30-00135
PART # 30-00136
PART # 30-00137

PART # 30-00144
PART # 30-00145
PART # 30-00146
PART # 30-00147

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00139
PART # 30-00140
PART # 30-00141
PART # 30-00142

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 20-00233

19 OZ CAN

Cleans glass, windows, mirrors, windshields, enamel surfaces, chrome, tile,
porcelain and other hard surfaces. It dissolves dirt, grease, grit, and grime. Heavyduty foam clings to vertical surfaces. Guaranteed to leave no film and will not
streak or run. Contains perfume grade alcohol for best performance.

Use our microfiber waffle glass cloths for streak
free windows! They are machine washable and
lint free for perfectly clean windows every time!
Find them on page 32.
58
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A concentrated citrus and solvent based all purpose cleaner. It is specially
formulated to remove tough stains including blood, ink and paint from plastic,
vinyl, fabric and leather surfaces. It can be diluted up to 10:1 with water for
general purpose interior cleaning or diluted 1:1 to remove extremely tough stains.

EXTRACTOR SOLUTION Low Foaming Carpet Cleaner
A product specifically designed for use in carpet extractor machines. This low
foaming formula removes tough dirt and stains from carpet and upholstery and
leaves behind a fresh citrus fragrance. Product may be diluted with water up to 5:1.

INTERIOR MAGIC All Purpose Interior Cleaner
A mild and fast acting all purpose interior cleaner and degreaser. It eliminates
tough stains and grime from most interior carpets, fabric, vinyl, door jambs and
plastics. It also works great as a leather cleaner! It can be diluted up to 10:1 with
water for leather and general purpose interior cleaning or used full strength
depending upon the severity of the job. It can be applied using a sprayer or with a
clean cloth.

RUGCLEAN Carpet Stain Remover
A carpet and interior cleaner that removes tough stains from most fabrics. It leaves
behind a fresh citrus fragrance and no product residue. May be diluted with water
up to 3:1 and applied with a sprayer.

FOAMING FABRIC CLEANER Stain and Upholstery Cleaner

PART # 30-00549
PART # 30-00555
PART # 30-00045
PART # 30-00046

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00021
PART # 30-00022
PART # 30-00023
PART # 30-00024

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00061
PART # 30-00062
PART # 30-00063
PART # 30-00064

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00027
PART # 30-00026
PART # 30-00028
PART # 30-00029

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 20-00118

18 OZ CAN

INTERIOR CLEANERS

CITRA SOLV Heavy Duty Interior Cleaner

A foaming fabric cleaner that quickly and effectively removes soil from most
upholstered surfaces. It cleans without leaving fabric wet. Its convenient inverted
spray valve allows easy access for cleaning hard to reach areas.

Ultra-Look Corp. 			863-607-6700		www.CarCandy.com
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SOAPS

AUTO WASH High Foaming Vehicle Wash
A concentrated high foaming vehicle wash formulated to wash away dirt, grease
and road grime. It rinses easily and leaves a film-free shine. Mix 8 ounces of
Auto Wash in 5 gallons of water. Spray vehicle thoroughly with water and apply
soap with a clean wash mitt, brush or sponge. Rinse vehicle and dry with a clean
chamois or terry towel for a spot free shine.

BUBBLICIOUS Concentrated Vehicle Wash
A highly concentrated vehicle wash with a pleasant bubblegum fragrance. It rinses
easily and leaves a film-free shine. Mix 5 ounces of Bubblicious in 5 gallons of
water. Spray vehicle thoroughly with water and apply soap with a clean wash mitt,
brush or sponge. Rinse vehicle and dry with a clean chamois or terry towel for a
spot free shine.

CANDY APPLE SUDS Concentrated Vehicle Wash with Wax
A concentrated vehicle wash fortified with high grade carnauba wax. It has a
pleasant candy apple fragrance. It produces a thick lather and leaves a spot-free
finish even when used in direct sunlight. Mix 5 ounces of Candy Apple Suds in 5
gallons of water. Spray vehicle thoroughly with water and apply soap with a clean
wash mitt, sponge or brush. Rinse vehicle and dry with a clean chamois or terry
towel for a spot-free shine.

CHERRY STUFF Concentrated Vehicle Wash
A highly concentrated vehicle wash with a pleasant cherry fragrance. It rinses easily
and leaves a film-free shine. Mix 5 ounces of Cherry Stuff in 5 gallons of water.
Spray vehicle thoroughly with water and apply soap with a clean wash mitt, brush
or sponge. Rinse vehicle and dry with a clean chamois or terry towel for a spot free
shine.

ULTRA TRUCK WASH Industrial Fleet Cleaner
A concentrated soap ideal for cleaning the exterior of all fleet vehicles. It safely
cleans and brightens aluminum and painted surfaces. Dilute Ultra Truck Wash
10:1 with water for general purpose cleaning. For extremely tough dirt and
grime, dilute 1:1 with water and use thru a pressure washer. Rinse thoroughly
with clean water.

10

PART # 30-00433
PART # 30-00230
PART # 30-00231
PART # 30-00232

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00233
PART # 30-00234
PART # 30-00235
PART # 30-00236

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00239
PART # 30-00241
PART # 30-00242
PART # 30-00243

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00244
PART # 30-00245
PART # 30-00246
PART # 30-00247

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00266
PART # 30-00267
PART # 30-00268
PART # 30-00269

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

Ultra-Look Corp. 			863-607-6700		www.CarCandy.com

PART # 30-00496

16 OZ BOTTLE

PART # 30-00487
PART # 30-00508
PART # 30-00486
PART # 30-00483

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00040
PART # 30-00041
PART # 30-00042
PART # 30-00043

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00151
PART # 30-00152
PART # 30-00153
PART # 30-00154

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00525
PART # 30-00463

1 QUART
1 GALLON

PART # 30-00465
PART # 30-00467
PART # 20-00548

120 OZ
18 OZ
DISPENSER

A liquid metal polish that cleans, polishes and protects in one easy step! It is
highly concentrated and requires very little product to obtain a mirror like finish.
It will remove light corrosion, oxidation, tar, rust and tarnish from most metal
surfaces. It’s super advanced nonabrasive formula will not scratch or damage the
metal. It is safe to use on most metals including aluminum, chrome, stainless
steel, gold, silver, brass, diamond plate, billet and it even helps restore yellow
headlights!

CITRA SUDS Liquid Laundry Detergent
A concentrated liquid laundry detergent with a pleasant citrus fragrance. It is
formulated to remove tough stains and spots from most fabrics. Use 1 cup of Citra
Suds per load of laundry.

PREMIUM BSR

Black Streak and Bug Remover

A concentrated cleaner formulated to quickly remove black streaks, scuff marks,
bugs and tough road grime from the exterior of RV’s, boats and trailers. It is fast
acting and residue free. Use Premium BSR full strength for removal of black
streaks and tar. Spray on surface and wipe clean with a sponge, cloth or soft bristle
brush. For light cleaning dilute Premium BSR 5:1 with water. TIP: Clean dirty
surface from the bottom up for best results.

REMOVE IT Fallout Remover
A ready to use cleaner formulated to remove industrial contaminants from
automotive paintwork, glass, rubber, chrome and exterior plastics. Remove It
is ready to use and properly prepares the vehicle’s surface for polishing. Apply
Remove It with an applicator pad to wet vehicle surface. Allow product to dwell
on surface for up to 5 minutes and agitate with a sponge to ensure removal of
contaminants. Rinse vehicle thoroughly with water. DO NOT allow product to dry
on surface of vehicle.

WSR

Glass Water Spot Remover

A ready to use liquid formula designed to remove water spot deposits from all
types of glass, including automotive glass without scratching. Contains mild
abrasives and cleaners that polish away mineral deposits and help restore
optical clarity. WSR also removes salt spray, tree sap, road grime, bugs and paint
overspray. Apply product with a microfiber applicator pad and gently work into the
surface using “0000” steel wool. Rinse off with clean water. DO NOT allow product
to dry on surface.

MR. WALNUTS Hand Soap
A hand cleaner made with natural walnut shells that washes dirt away completely
and leaves no greasy residue. The solvent free formula eliminates drying and
cracking while its superior skin emollients soften and condition the hands.

Ultra-Look Corp. 			863-607-6700		www.CarCandy.com

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

BLING BLING Chrome and Metal Polish

11

SOLVENTS

GUMMY GONE Adhesive Remover
A solvent based ready to use cleaner that safely removes adhesive glue, tar and
grease from painted and chrome surfaces. It is fast acting and residue-free. Apply
Gummy Gone with a clean cloth and allow to dwell for a few minutes then scrub
area to remove adhesive residue.

LACQUER THINNER General Purpose Solvent Cleaner
An excellent cleanup solvent for brushes and equipment. It is a specially
formulated blend of solvents with a medium evaporation rate. It produces high
flow out and blush resistance. Follow the coating manufacturer’s instructions for
the proper amount of lacquer thinner required.

NON-CHLORINATED BRAKE CLEANER Brake & Parts Cleaner
Formulated to quickly remove brake fluid, grease and stubborn oil from brake
parts and assemblies. Leaves no residue and contains no harmful chlorinated
solvents. Spray product directly on brake parts and allow contaminants to run off.
Wipe area dry with cloth or allow to air dry. Heavily soiled areas may need a second
application. Properly collect and dispose of used brake cleaner. DO NOT spray on
automobile paint.

SPS PREPSOLV Body Prep Wash
A ready to use formula that effectively removes grease, silicone, wax and tar from
paint and chrome surfaces prior to the application of primer and paint. Apply
product to painted surface and agitate with a clean lint free cloth. Thoroughly rinse
area with clean water.

PART # 30-00214
PART # 30-00215
PART # 30-00216
PART # 30-00217

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00206
PART # 30-00208
PART # 30-00209
PART # 30-00210

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00163
PART # 30-00568
PART # 30-00164
PART # 30-00165

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00202
PART # 30-00203
PART # 30-00204
PART # 30-00205

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

How to Choose the Right Wheel Cleaner
CarCandy™ manufacturers two kinds of wheel cleaners:
acid based and non acid based cleaners. Our non acid wheel
cleaner is safe to use on most wheel types and provides
complete removal of brake dust and other road film. Our
acid based cleaners are for extremely dirty wheels with
heavy grime, rust and oxidation. Acid cleaners should never
be used on bare aluminum or anodized rims.
Note: Never spray wheel cleaners on hot rims. Always rinse
wheels with water before applying and never let product dry
on surface.
12
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A concentrated acid based wheel cleaner that quickly brightens and restores shine
to most aluminum surfaces. It can be diluted 5:1 for removal of oxidation, rust and
salt corrosion from aluminum and nonferrous metals. Apply product from bottom
to top for best results. DO NOT spray on glass, polished aluminum or anodized
surfaces.

ALUMA BRITE 2 Ready to Use Wheel Brightener
A ready to use acid based wheel cleaner that quickly brightens and restores shine
to most aluminum surfaces. It can be used straight or diluted 2:1 for removal of
light oxidation, rust and salt corrosion from aluminum and nonferrous metals.
Apply product from bottom to top for best results. DO NOT spray on glass, polished
aluminum or anodized surfaces.

CHOCOLATE THUNDER Acid Free Wheel Cleaner
An acid-free, concentrated wheel and whitewall cleaner designed to dissolve brake
dust and road grime on contact. It is safe for use on most wheel types including
factory painted alloy, clearcoated, and chrome rims. Chocolate Thunder is also an
excellent engine cleaner and degreaser. Mix 4 parts Chocolate Thunder to 1 part
water and spray directly on cool rims and tires. Allow product to dwell on surface
for 30-60 seconds then rinse off with water. No need for scrubbing! DO NOT spray
on uncoated polished aluminum or anodized wheels.

CHOCOLATE THUNDER PLUS Concentrated Acid Free Wheel Cleaner
An acid-free, highly concentrated wheel and whitewall cleaner designed to dissolve
brake dust and road grime on contact. It is safe for use on most wheel types
including factory painted alloy, clearcoated, and chrome rims. Mix 6 parts Chocolate
Thunder Plus to 1 part water and spray directly on cool rims and tires. Allow
product to dwell on surface for 30-60 seconds then rinse off with water. No need for
scrubbing! Product must be diluted before use. DO NOT spray on uncoated polished
aluminum or anodized wheels.

SUPERBRITE Heavy Duty Wheel Acid
A heavy duty, concentrated acid that is formulated to clean and brighten most
aluminum, chrome and nonferrous metals. Dilute SuperBrite 5:1 with water for
removal of oxidation, rust and salt corrosion. Dilute 10:1 for hard to remove brake
dust and stubborn road grime. Spray SuperBrite on aluminum and allow to dwell
for a few minutues. Clean surface area from bottom to top to avoid streaking. Rinse
thoroughly with clean water. DO NOT spray on glass or anodized surfaces.

Ultra-Look Corp. 		

863-607-6700		

PART # 30-00287
PART # 30-00288
PART # 30-00289
PART # 30-00290

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00294
PART # 30-00295
PART # 30-00296
PART # 30-00297

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00304
PART # 30-00306
PART # 30-00307
PART # 30-00308

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00299
PART # 30-00300
PART # 30-00301
PART # 30-00302

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00311
PART # 30-00312
PART # 30-00313
PART # 30-00314

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

www.CarCandy.com

WHEEL CLEANER

ALUMA BRITE 1 Concentrated Wheel Brightener
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DEGREASERS
COMPOUNDS, GLAZES
& POLISHES

CC-2 Clearcoat Finishing Polish

PART # 30-00454

1 GALLON

PART # 30-00452

1 GALLON

PART # 30-00443
PART # 30-00444

1 QUART
1 GALLON

PART # 30-00437
PART # 30-00460

1 QUART
1 GALLON

PART # 30-00515

1 GALLON

PART # 30-00442

1 GALLON

A non abrasive clear coat cleaner and finishing polish. It removes swirl marks and
light scratches while adding a long-lasting high gloss shine to all paint finishes.
CC-2 provides a protective finish that resists the damaging effects of UV rays, salt,
air pollutants and other surface contaminants. For a simple 2 step paint correction
system use after CC-1 Swirl Free Polish to produce optimum shine and paint
protection. May be applied by hand, orbital buffer, or variable speed polisher.

CC-1 Swirl Free Polish and Fine Compound
A silicone free, body shop safe fine cut compound and polish that quickly and
effectively removes 2000-2500 grit or finer sanding scratches, light swirl marks,
oxidation and other minor paint imperfections. CC-1 is made with very mild
abrasives which clean and polish the surface to produce a high gloss, swirl free
finish. For optimum shine and protection, follow with CC-2 Clearcoat Finishing
Polish. May be applied by hand, orbital buffer, or variable speed polisher. BODY
SHOP SAFE.

CANDY CUT Medium Duty Compound
A water based, silicone free medium cut compound that quickly and effectively
removes moderate to heavy 1500-2000 grit sanding scratches, light oxidation,
swirl marks and other paint imperfections. Candy Cut uses synthetic abrasive
technology that restores clear coats and other conventional paint finishes to their
original high gloss finish without marring or burning the paint. It’s low-dusting
and low splatter formula provides easy clean up. May be applied by hand, orbital
buffer, or variable speed polisher. BODY SHOP SAFE.

CANDY CUT PLUS

Heavy Duty Compound

A water based, silicone free heavy cut compound that quickly and effectively
removes 1200 grit or finer deep sanding scratches, oxidation, acid rain, swirl
marks and other paint imperfections. Candy Cut Plus uses synthetic abrasive
technology that restores clear coats and other conventional paint finishes to their
original high gloss finish without marring or burning the paint. It’s low-dusting
and low splatter formula provides easy clean up. May be applied by hand, orbital
buffer, or variable speed polisher. BODY SHOP SAFE.

ONE STEP Cleaner Wax and Polish
A cleaner wax and polish that quickly and effectively removes ultra light scratches
and swirl marks in one simple step. It removes oxidation and blemishes while
restoring gloss. Plus, it adds a durable layer of wax protection. One Step is made
with very mild abrasives which clean and polish the surface in one easy step to
produce a high gloss, swirl free finish. May be applied by hand, orbital buffer, or
variable speed polisher with foam or wool pad.

ONYX FINISHING GLAZE High Gloss Machine Polish
A silicone free, body shop safe glaze that quickly and effectively removes buffing
swirls, paint imperfections and oxidation from dark colored vehicles. Onyx
Finishing Glaze cleans and fills swirl marks to enhance gloss and leave a brillant
show car shine. It contains natural oils that brighten color and restore depth and
clarity to all paint surfaces. Use as the last buffing step to produce a durable, high
gloss finish. May be applied by hand, orbital buffer, or variable speed polisher.
BODY SHOP SAFE.
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PART # 30-00457

1 GALLON

PART # 30-00455
PART # 30-00530

1 QUART
1 GALLON

A sprayable polymer sealant designed for use on wet or dry exterior surfaces
including paint, plastic and chrome. It reduces drying time and eliminates water
spotting on wet vehicles. It creates a high gloss shine that lasts for weeks! It also
enhances vinyl trim and rubber side molding with no hazing or whitening. Its easy
to use formula creates a long lasting protective barrier that guards the surface
from dust, dirt and other environmental contaminants.

POLY GUARD Polymer Sealant and Paint Protectant
A long-lasting paint sealant made with high tech, curable polymers that provide
maximum paint protection to clear coats and other conventional paint finishes. It
produces a durable high gloss coating that lasts for months! Poly Guard removes
light oxidation, hairline scratches and swirl marks to create a deeper, darker, more
reflective paint finish.Its easy to use formula glides on quickly and provides paint
with a durable protective barrier that resists the damaging effects of UV rays, salt,
air pollutants and other surface contaminants. May be applied by hand, orbital
buffer, or variable speed polisher.

BANANA CRÉME WAX Premium Yellow Carnauba Wax
A premium yellow Carnauba wax blended with special polymers that leaves a
durable, showroom finish on previously cleaned and polished paint. It’s easy on,
easy off formula produces a rich high gloss shine that is safe and effective
on all paint surfaces. Banana Créme Wax restores color and gloss to lightly
oxidized finishes and pre-cleaned surfaces, as well as providing protection
that lasts for months. May be applied by hand, orbital buffer, or variable speed
polisher.

VERY CHERRY WET WAX

Finishing Wax with Carnauba

A light duty finishing wax that leaves a durable, showroom finish on new or used
paint surfaces. It’s easy to use formula contains a blend of Carnauba wax and
polymers that produce a rich high gloss shine on all paint finishes.

SHAKE & SHINE One Step Express Wax
An express wax that is formulated to safely remove paint overspray, road tar,
grime, tree sap and bugs from the vehicle’s surface with ease. It thoroughly cleans
and protects in one simple step! It is safe to use on all types of paint and can even
be used in direct sunlight. Apply Shake & Shine with a microfiber cloth to clean
surface and wipe off to leave a high gloss finish.

WAXES & SEALANTS

AQUA SHINE Sprayable Polymer Sealant

PART # 30-00449 1 QUART
PART # 30-00450 1 GALLON

PART # 30-00448
PART # 30-00447

1 QUART
1 GALLON

PART # 30-00286
PART # 30-00283

1 QUART
1 GALLON
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WAXES & SEALANTS

PINK LUSTRE Spray Detailer with Carnauba Wax
A spray and wipe quick detail product containing real carnauba wax. It instantly
shines and protects all painted surfaces in one easy step. Pink Lustre leaves an
anti-static finish that resists dust to keep your vehicle clean longer! Perfect for in
between washes to safely remove fingerprints, smudges, dirt, water spots and
surface contaminants while restoring gloss and adding a durable layer of wax
protection. Use after buffing to remove residue and dried wax from cracks and
crevices. Can also be diluted 50:50 with water and used as a clay lubricant.

BLUE LUSTRE Clay Lubricant
Formulated to work with all detailing clay bars. It provides lubrication so clay can
safely remove contaminants from paint. Once contaminants are removed, clay
should glide effortlessly across the surface of the paint. Spray Blue Lustre on a
clean vehicle surface one section at a time. Rub clay bar across surface until clay
moves smoothly. Wipe away remaining lubricant with a clean microfiber cloth.

PART # 30-00436
PART # 30-00434
PART # 30-00476
PART # 30-00480

1 QUART
1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL

PART # 30-00273
PART # 30-00271
PART # 30-00274
PART # 30-00275

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

Try our Onyx Finishing Glaze to remove
buffing swirls and light oxidation from
dark colored paint to produce a high
gloss show car shine!
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A super concentrated liquid drying agent and rinse aid for use in touchless
and automatic car washes. It can also be applied by hand. It offers superior
water sheeting action and beading for quick dry time. It leaves a wax like shine
and prevents water spotting and streaking. Radiant Rinse can be diluted up to
500:1 with water and applied on a wet or dry surface. Apply 2 ounces of diluted
product per vehicle using a pressure washer wand or sprayer.

SQUEAKY CLEAN High pH Presoak
A concentrated high pH (alkaline) foaming presoak specially designed for
automatics, rollovers and self serve washes. It is formulated with state of the art
sufactants that penetrate and loosen heavy road grime and grease from exterior
vehicle surfaces. Squeaky Clean has a pleasant citrus fragrance and can
be diluted up to180:1.

ULTRA PRISTINE Low pH Presoak
A concentrated high foaming low pH presoak (acidic) specially designed as a
two-step process for use in touchless and conveyor wash systems. It brightens
chrome, glass and paint by removing heavy road soils and bug residues without
scrubbing. Ultra Pristine has a pleasant cherry fragrance and can be
diluted up to 180:1.

FLAWLESS FINISH Concentrated Clearcoat Sealer Wax
A concentrated final step clear coat protectant that provides a weather resistant
finish and a high gloss shine. It is formulated with high grade polymers and
carnauba wax that promote water sheeting and beading for quick dry time. It
offers superior protection against UV rays and other environmental elements.
Flawless Finish can be diluted up to 250:1.

ULTRA
WA Triple Foam Polish
TRIPLETRUCK
DELIGHT
A concentrated tri-foam polish specially formulated for use in full service car
washes. Triple Delight offers outstanding visual appeal with its rich, thick colored
foam. It is safe for clear coated finishes when used as directed and is non-staining.
For best results, use thru a hydrominder at 90-120:1. Also works great in our Car
Wash Foam Cannon! Available in 3 colors- Red, Yellow and Blue.

PART # 30-00493
PART # 30-00615
PART # 30-00225
PART # 30-00226

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00494
PART # 30-00616
PART # 30-00227
PART # 30-00342

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00495
PART # 30-00617
PART # 30-00229
PART # 30-00344

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00445
PART # 30-00446
PART # 30-00222
PART # 30-00336

1 GALLON
4/1 GAL CASE
5 GAL PAIL
55 GAL DRUM

PART # 30-00253
PART # 30-00255
PART # 30-00256

1 GALLON- RED
5 GAL PAIL- RED
55 GAL DRUM-RED

PART # 30-00249
PART # 30-00251
PART # 30-00252

1 GALLON-BLUE
5 GAL PAIL-BLUE
55 GAL DRUM-BLUE

PART # 30-00257
PART # 30-00259
PART # 30-00260

1 GALLON-YELLOW
5 GAL PAIL-YELLOW
55 GAL DRUM-YELLOW
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TUNNEL WASH PRODUCTS

RADIANT RINSE Drying Agent and Rinse Aid
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5

ACCESSORIES
& SUPPLIES

PART # 30-00001
PART # 30-00002
PART # 30-00003
PART # 30-00004

4 0Z. WILD CHERRY
4 OZ. BABY POWDER
4 0Z. FRESH LINEN
4 OZ. PINA COLADA

PART # 30-00005
PART # 30-00477
PART # 30-00513
PART # 30-00478

4 0Z. STRAWBERRY
4 OZ. LEATHER
4 0Z. COOL WATER
4 OZ. GREEN APPLE

One 4oz bottle makes one gallon of ready to use air freshener.

SWEET SCENTS READY TO USE LIQUID AIR FRESHENERS
PART # 30-00006
PART # 30-00008
PART # 30-00010
PART # 30-00012

1 GALLON WILD CHERRY
1 GALLON BABY POWDER
1 GALLON FRESH LINEN
1 GALLON PINA COLADA

PART # 30-00014
PART # 30-01111
PART # 30-01112
PART # 30-01113

AIR FRESHENERS

SWEET SCENTS CONCENTRATED LIQUID AIR FRESHENERS

1 GALLON STRAWBERRY
1 GALLON LEATHER
1 GALLON COOL WATER
1 GALLON GREEN APPLE

CANDY BOMB ODOR ELIMINATOR
PART # 20-00705

EACH

A chlorine dioxide fogger which can be used to effectively deodorize and sanitize cars, trucks, buses, RV’s, boats
and much more! It safely removes many odors including mildew, cigarette smoke, pet odors, rotten food and
fuel vapors. Allow 4 hours for average deodorizing. Extreme contamination may require overnight treatment.

TOTAL RELEASE ODOR ELIMINATORS
PART # 20-00007
PART # 20-00008
PART # 20-00009
PART # 20-00010

5 0Z. MOUNTAIN AIR
5 OZ. NEW CAR
5 0Z. FRESH AIR
5 OZ. FRESH LINEN

PART # 20-00011
PART # 20-00012
PART # 20-00013

5 0Z. BERRY-LICIOUS
5 OZ. VANILLA
5 0Z. TROPICAL MIST

This highly concentrated formulation can be used as an “odor bomb” fogger for up to 6,000 cu. ft. or as a spot deodorizer.

WONDER WAFERS AIR FRESHENERS
PART # 20-00018
PART # 20-00019
PART # 20-00020
PART # 20-00021
PART # 20-00022
PART # 20-00023
PART # 20-00024
PART # 20-00025

250 CT. NU CAR
250 CT. PINA COLADA
250 CT. STRAWBERRY
250 CT. WILD CHERRY
250 CT. CREAMY VANILLA
250 CT. BABY POWDER
250 CT. AQUA FROST
250 CT. MULBERRY

PART # 20-00026
PART # 20-00027
PART # 20-00028
PART # 20-00029
PART # 20-00030
PART # 20-00031
PART # 20-00032

250 CT. CLEAN CAR
250 CT. NEW LEATHER
250 CT. FRESH N CLEAN
250 CT. ISLAND BREEZE
250 CT. BLACK ROYALE
250 CT. APRIL FRESH
250 CT. FRESH LEMON

The first of it’s kind “under the seat” air fresheners to ever be introduced! One wafer under the seat provides months of
long lasting fragrance.

SMART CHOICE SMOKE ELIMINATOR
PART # 20-00254

14 OZ. CAN

A professional strength odor eliminator formulated to quickly and effectively remove trapped odors from all types of
fabric, carpet, upholstery and more. Non-staining, non-flammable, and non-irritating to skin.

Ultra-Look Corp. 			863-607-6700		www.CarCandy.com
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BRUSHES

PART # 20-00041
For removal of dust and debris from hard to clean seams
in auto dashboards, vents, radios and speakers.

PAINTBRUSH STYLE DETAIL BRUSHES
PART # 20-00044 .75” BRISTLES - BLACK
PART # 20-00045 .6” BRISTLES - RED
PART # 20-00046 1” BRISTLES - YELLOW
Great for cleaning around automobile moldings and seams.
Very effective in removing wax residue around emblems.

PET HAIR FUR REMOVER ROCK

PART # 20-00042
For removal of dust and debris from hard to clean seams
in auto dashboards, vents, radios and speakers.

DOUBLE ENDED TOOTHBRUSH STYLE DETAIL BRUSH
PART # 20-00053
White nylon bristles staple set at each end of plastic handle. Great for
cleaning and detailing the smallest areas.

5” DIRECT MOUNT WOOD ROTARY CARPET BRUSH

PART # 20-00050

PART # 20-00052

Removes hair quickly and efficiently from carpet
and other surfaces.

Carpet and upholstery brush with nylon bristles. 5/8 in.-11 drive thread
fits directly on polishers. 5 in. diameter.

CARPET AND TIRE NYLON SCRUB BRUSH

IRON HANDLE UPHOLSTERY SCRUB BRUSH

PART # 20-00062

PART # 20-00060

Stiff black nylon bristles that are great for scrubbing away
dirt and grime from carpets, floor mats and tires.

Comes with iron style handle for better grip and ease of use. Great
for cleaning upholstery and vinyl car tops.

NYLON BRISTLE WHITEWALL AND TIRE BRUSH

20

11” LARGE VENT AND DASH BRUSH

BRUSHES

7” SMALL ROUND VENT BRUSH

BRASS BRISTLE WHITEWALL AND TIRE BRUSH

PART # 20-00063

PART # 20-00055

Clear polypropylene bristles provide for heavy duty cleaning
of tire sidewalls and fender wells.

Brass wire bristles are crimped for added strength in cleaning white
sidewall tires. Also great for removing corrosion from battery terminals.
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12” SMALL NYLON SPOKE WHEEL BRUSH

PART # 20-00065
Burgundy Polypropylene bristles trimmed flat for heavy-duty cleaning
of upholstery and floor mats.

PART # 20-00047
White nylon bristles with an easy grip plastic handle. Perfect
for use on dirty wheels with tight spokes.

9” ULTRA SOFT BODY AND FENDER WASH BRUSH

17” LARGE TAMPICO SPOKE WHEEL BRUSH

PART # 20-00068

PART # 20-00054

Green Nylon soft bristles provide for extra gentle washing of any surface.

Wood handle with natural tampico bristles and plastic coated
wire to protect from scratching surface. Ideal for removing
built up dirt between spokes.

10” FOUNTAIN VEHICLE WASH BRUSH

10” BI-LEVEL VEHICLE WASH BRUSH

PART # 20-00067

PART # 20-00066

Flagged green nylon tip bristles staple set in a foam block with
a protective bumper to protect the vehicle finish. Use with any
standard threaded handle.

Flagged green polystyrene tip bristles staple set in a foam
block with one threaded fountain handle hole. Bilevel design
makes it easy to wash corners and other hard to reach areas.

60” FIBERGLASS BRUSH EXTENSION HANDLE

BRUSHES

HEAVY DUTY UPHOLSTERY & FLOOR MAT BRUSH

60” WOOD BRUSH EXTENSION HANDLE

PART # 20-00048

PART # 20-00049

60” Overall Length – .93” dia. Fiberglass extension handle with
metal threaded end that fits securely into a fountain or bi-level
vehicle wash brush.

60” Overall Length – .93” dia. Wood extension handle with
metal threaded end that fits securely into a fountain or bi-level
vehicle wash brush.
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FOAM BUFFING PADS

3” YELLOW FOAM POLISHING PADS
PART # 20-00071 2-PACK
3” Curved Back Foam Pads have quality hook & loop material for fast easy pad loading with a domed face for
improved buffing along with reinforced plastic backing. These pads are suitable for small buffing areas and are
engineered for smooth performance. Suggested RPM: 1200-1750.

6” BLACK BEVELED FOAM FINISHING PAD
PART # 20-00072 EACH
Specifically designed for the ultimate ease of use and durability for dual action and rotary polishers. These
specialized pads are thin, allowing for better control and more consistent results while compounding,
polishing, and waxing larger panels on your vehicle. Flat pad surface assures even polishing coverage.
Suggested RPM: 1200-1750.

6” YELLOW BEVELED FOAM LIGHT COMPOUNDING PAD
PART # 20-00073 EACH
Specifically designed for the ultimate ease of use and durability for dual action and rotary polishers. These
specialized pads are thin, allowing for better control and more consistent results while compounding,
polishing, and waxing larger panels on your vehicle. Flat pad surface assures even polishing coverage.
Suggested RPM: 1200-1750.

6” GREEN LOW PROFILE FOAM EXTREME CUTTING PAD
PART # 20-00588 EACH
Pad is coarse and dense for extreme cutting. Use for surface correction on paint with heavy defects, scratches or
oxidation. Low Pro Pads are engineered for long throw DA polishers and are manufactured with custom
attributes for high performance polishing and extreme durability. Low Pro Pads also feature a unique, heat
activated rubber interface for balance and constant pressure along with a trimmed foam edge and
center-cooling chamber.

6” ORANGE LOW PROFILE FOAM MEDIUM CUTTING PAD
PART # 20-00589 EACH
Pad is designed for normal cutting or heavy polishing. Use for surface correction on paint with light to
moderate defects, scratches or oxidation. Low Pro Pads are engineered for long throw DA polishers and are
manufactured with custom attributes for high performance polishing and extreme durability. Low Pro Pads also
feature a unique, heat activated rubber interface for balance and constant pressure along with a trimmed foam
edge and center-cooling chamber.

6” MAROON LOW PROFILE FOAM POLISHING PAD
PART # 20-00590 EACH
Pad is designed for average polishing. Use pad after using the extreme green cutting pad or any average
polishing application. Low Pro Pads are engineered for long throw DA polishers and are manufactured with
custom attributes for high performance polishing and extreme durability. Low Pro Pads also feature a unique,
heat activated rubber interface for balance and constant pressure along with a trimmed foam edge and
center-cooling chamber.
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PART # 20-00591 EACH
Pad is for finishing with your favorite wax or sealant. Use for finishing work after surface has been prepared
with the more aggressive pads. Low Pro Pads are engineered for long throw DA polishers and are manufactured
with custom attributes for high performance polishing and extreme durability. Low Pro Pads also feature a
unique, heat activated rubber interface for balance and constant pressure along with a trimmed foam edge and
center-cooling chamber.

6” DENIM ORANGE PEEL PAD-2000 GRIT
PART # 20-00807 EACH
Denim Orange Peel Removal Pads are designed to remove or lessen the appearance of orange peel! These pads
enable you to create a perfectly smooth surface without having to resort to wet sanding. The denim face of the
pad gently polishes the paint, removing orange peel without scouring the finish. Pad is equivalent to 2000 grit
sandpaper. NOTE: Do not use without sufficient skill level knowledge of clear coat thickness in conjunction with
a paint thickness gauge.

FOAM BUFFING PADS

6” RED LOW PROFILE FOAM FINISHING PAD

6” DENIM ORANGE PEEL PAD-1500 GRIT
PART # 20-00808 EACH
Denim Orange Peel Removal Pads are designed to remove or lessen the appearance of orange peel! These pads
enable you to create a perfectly smooth surface without having to resort to wet sanding. The denim face of the
pad gently polishes the paint, removing orange peel without scouring the finish. Pad is equivalent to 1500 grit
sandpaper. NOTE: Do not use without sufficient skill level knowledge of clear coat thickness in conjunction with
a paint thickness gauge.

6.5” BLACK MICROFIBER INNER FOAM FINISHING PAD
PART # 20-00586 EACH
Microfiber Finishing Pad is a versatile pad that will remove light swirl marks when used with a light or medium
cut polish and can also be used with cleaner waxes and all-in-one formulas. This pad will remove any haze left
after using microfiber cutting pads. Use with a dual action polisher.

6.5”ORANGE MICROFIBER INNER FOAM CUTTING
AND POLISHING PAD
PART # 20-00587 EACH
Microfiber Cutting and Polishing Pad is a versatile pad that is ideal for removal of swirl marks and scratches
when used in conjunction with heavy cut compounds or polishes and a dual action polisher. Center pad vent
cools pad and machine during extended polishing jobs.

8” ORANGE WAFFLE FOAM COMPOUNDING PADS
PART # 20-00097 2-PACK
Waffle foam pad that has a specially designed pattern cut in the foam which opens up as the polishing machine
is in operation relieving pressure on the painted surface to “COOL-IT™”. This traps excess polish & compound
and keeps the surface lubricated to help prevent swirls, paint burning, separation and greying.
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FOAM BUFFING PADS

8” BLACK WAFFLE FOAM POLISHING PADS
PART # 20-00098 2-PACK
Waffle foam pad that has a specially designed pattern cut in the foam which opens up as the polishing machine
is in operation relieving pressure on the painted surface to “COOL-IT™”. This traps excess polish & compound
and keeps the surface lubricated to help prevent swirls, paint burning, separation and greying.

9” WHITE CENTER TEE FOAM ULTRA FINISHING PAD
PART # 20-00080 EACH
The patented Center Tee System will provide the end user with fast easy pad loading and centering every time.
The Center Tee is permanently mounted to the pad and can’t get lost like plastic centering tubes. Our Center Tee
Contour Foam Pads have quality hook & loop material with a straight down recessed cup for extra protection.

9” YELLOW CENTER TEE FOAM MEDIUM CUTTING PAD
PART # 20-00081 EACH
The patented Center Tee System will provide the end user with fast easy pad loading and centering every time.
The Center Tee is permanently mounted to the pad and can’t get lost like plastic centering tubes. Our Center Tee
Contour Foam Pads have quality hook & loop material with a straight down recessed cup for extra protection.

9” GREEN CENTER TEE FOAM POLISHING PAD
PART # 20-00082 EACH
The patented Center Tee System will provide the end user with fast easy pad loading and centering every time.
The Center Tee is permanently mounted to the pad and can’t get lost like plastic centering tubes. Our Center Tee
Contour Foam Pads have quality hook & loop material with a straight down recessed cup for extra protection.

9” BLUE CENTER TEE FOAM SOFT POLISHING PAD
PART # 20-00083 EACH
The patented Center Tee System will provide the end user with fast easy pad loading and centering every time.
The Center Tee is permanently mounted to the pad and can’t get lost like plastic centering tubes. Our Center Tee
Contour Foam Pads have quality hook & loop material with a straight down recessed cup for extra protection.
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PART # 20-00070 2-PACK
3” Wool Pile Buffing Pads are specially designed for buffing or polishing in hard to get places. Use for small
touch-up areas such as painted side view mirrors, clear-coated divider window panes or bumper tops. Features
Velcro backing for quick attachment.

7.5” YELLOW RECESSED BACK WOOL
POLISHING/FINISHING PAD

WOOL BUFFING PADS

3” WHITE WOOL CUTTING PADS

PART # 20-00075 EACH
Wool blend pad ideal for removing heavy swirls, scratches and oxidation on a variety of different materials.
Because this is a more aggressive pad, you’ll want a compound to get the best results. Inside pad edges contain
a curved reinforced plastic backing for smoother polishing and longer pad life.

7.5” WHITE RECESSED BACK WOOL CUTTING PAD
PART # 20-00077 EACH
100% natural wool cutting pad ideal for buffing oxidized paint, orange peel, deep scratches, color sanding
scratches and hard topcoats and clearcoats. Because this is a more aggressive pad, you’ll want a compound to
get the best results. Inside pad edges contain a curved reinforced plastic backing for smoother polishing and
longer pad life.
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BUFF PAD ACCESSORIES
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BUFFING PAD AND BONNET CLEANING TOOL

7” VELCRO BACKING PLATE
PART # 20-00092

PART # 20-00257 EACH

EACH

Velcro backing plate designed for hook and loop fast attachment.
For use with any 7 in. to 9 in. pad that has loop material on backing.

11” YELLOW MICROFIBER BONNET

Quickly fluffs and cleans all buffing pads and polishing bonnets.
Built in spurs remove dry/hardened polish and compound to
prolong life of pad.

11” HEAVY DUTY TERRY CLOTH BONNET

PART # 20-00744 EACH

PART # 20-00259 EACH

Excellent for use at final buff-down finishing stages for that extra
deep shine. Also use to safely apply and remove wax or polish and
for drying. Heavy duty elastic holds bonnet in place on your orbital
polisher. Machine washable.

100% cotton terry heavy duty orbital bonnet. Use for applying
and removing waxes and also use for buffing and polishing.
Heavy duty elastic holds bonnet in place on your orbital polisher.
Machine washable.
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CLAY & PAINT CORRECTION

CARCANDY MEDIUM GRADE CLAY BAR
PART # 20-00541 JAR
Candy Clay Bars are ideal for removing contaminants such as: paint overspray,
raildust, bug residue, and various airborne pollutants from vehicle surfaces and
creating an ultra smooth and clean surface that is ready for wax, polish, paint
sealants, and/or coatings. It’s easy to stretch, flex, fold and maneuver even in
cold temperatures. One bar lasts up to 20 cars! Jar contains 2 clay bars.

6.25” CLAY PAD

200 GRAM CLAY BAR
PART # 20-00113 HEAVY GRADE
PART # 20-00114 FINE GRADE
200 gram, heavy and fine grit clay bars are perfect for
removing surface contaminants, including overspray,
from your vehicle’s painted surfaces. Works best when
used with our Blue Lustre clay lubricant.

6” CLAY MITT

PART # 20-00718 MEDIUM GRADE
PART # 20-00719 FINE GRADE

PART # 20-00720 MEDIUM GRADE
PART # 20-00721 FINE GRADE

Unlike the clay bar, the Clay Pad can be cleaned by simply rinsing off the
accumulated contaminants with water. If you drop the pad on the ground,
just rinse the rubber clean and you’re ready to keep using it. Attaches to your
favorite dual action polisher for the fastest cleaning results.

Unlike the clay bar, the Clay Mitt can be cleaned by simply
rinsing off the accumulated contaminants with water. If
you drop the mitt on the ground, no worries, just rinse the
rubber clean and you’re ready to keep using it. Easy glide
comfort fit allows for sturdy and controlled handling.
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DEALER
DEGREASERS
SUPPLIES

SOLID WATERPROOF WINDSHIELD PAINT MARKER
PART # 20-00248

BLUE

PART # 20-00517 WHITE

PART # 20-00518 RED

Perfect for marking windshields, showroom windows and car bodies in need of touch up. Performs in
extreme temperatures, hot or cold. Writes on oily, wet, smooth and rough surfaces. No mess, easy to use,
just twist the end of the barrel to advance. The safe and non-toxic paint dries in minutes.

7 1/2” FLUORESCENT YELLOW AND BLACK ADHESIVE WINDSHIELD NUMBERS
PART # 20-00425
PART # 20-00426
PART # 20-00427
PART # 20-00428
PART # 20-00429
PART # 20-00430

12/PK “0”
12/PK “1”
12/PK “2”
12/PK “3”
12/PK “4”
12/PK “5”

PART # 20-00431
PART # 20-00432
PART # 20-00433
PART # 20-00434
PART # 20-00435

12/PK “6”
12/PK “7”
12/PK “8”
12/PK “9”
12/PK “$”

15” FLUORESCENT YELLOW ADHESIVE WINDSHIELD SLOGANS
PART # 20-00440
PART # 20-00441
PART # 20-00442
PART # 20-00443
PART # 20-00444
PART # 20-00445
PART # 20-00446
PART # 20-00447
PART # 20-00448
PART # 20-00449
PART # 20-00450
PART # 20-00451
PART # 20-00452
PART # 20-00453
PART # 20-00454
PART # 20-00455
PART # 20-00456
PART # 20-00457
PART # 20-00458
PART # 20-00459
PART # 20-00460

12/PK “FACTORY WARRANTY”
12/PK “BEST VALUE”
12/PK “OFF”
12/PK “ON STAR”
12/PK “PREOWNED”
12/PK “NO DOWN”
12/PK “YOU PAY ONLY”
12/PK “NAVIGATION”
12/PK “HYBRID”
12/PK “ONE OWNER”
12/PK “FULL PRICE”
12/PK “AS ADVERTISED”
12/PK “MANUAL”
12/PK “AFFORDABLE”
12/PK “EXTRA CLEAN”
12/PK “4-CYLINDER”
12/PK “MANAGER SPECIAL”
12/PK “BEST BUY”
12/PK “JUST ARRIVED”
12/PK “SOLD”
12/PK “CERTIFIED”

PART # 20-00461
PART # 20-00463
PART # 20-00464
PART # 20-00465
PART # 20-00466
PART # 20-00467
PART # 20-00469
PART # 20-00470
PART # 20-00471
PART # 20-00472
PART # 20-00473
PART # 20-00475
PART # 20-00476
PART # 20-00477
PART # 20-00516
PART # 20-00531
PART # 20-00537
PART # 20-00540

12/PK “DOWN”
12/PK “SALE”
12/PK “4x4”
12/PK “5-SPEED”
12/PK “MANY EXTRAS”
12/PK “BARGAIN”
12/PK “6-CYLINDER”
12/PK “AUTOMATIC”
12/PK “OVER 40 MPG”
12/PK “WARRANTY”
12/PK “REBATE”
12/PK “LOW MILAGE”
12/PK “0% FINANCING”
12/PK “FINANCING AVAILABLE”
12/PK “BUY HERE PAY HERE”
12/PK “LEATHER”
12/PK “LIKE NEW”
12/PK “MAKE AN OFFER”

YELLOW AND BLACK OVAL YEAR MODEL SIGNS
PART # 20-00486
PART # 20-00487
PART # 20-00488
PART # 20-00489
PART # 20-00490
PART # 20-00491
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12/PK “2004”
12/PK “2005”
12/PK “2006”
12/PK “2007”
12/PK “2008”
12/PK “2009”

PART # 20-00492
PART # 20-00493
PART # 20-00494
PART # 20-00495
PART # 20-00496
PART # 20-00497

12/PK “2010”
12/PK “2011”
12/PK “2012”
12/PK “2013”
12/PK “2014”
12/PK “2015”

Ultra-Look
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PART # 20-00504 “YELLOW” 250/BOX
PART # 20-00505 “RED” 250/BOX
PART # 20-00506 “WHITE” 250/BOX

PART # 20-00507
PART # 20-00508

“GREEN” 250/BOX
“BLUE” 250/BOX

These tags have a tear proof, self laminating cover that protects the tag from dirt, grease, and moisture.
Great for use in the service department.

ADHESIVE STOCK STICKERS

DEALER SUPPLIES

SQUARE CORNER SELF-LAMINATING KEY TAGS

PART # 20-00513 “BLUE” 100/PK
PART # 20-00527 “ORANGE” 100/PK
PART # 20-00536 “RED” 100/PK
Information spaces allow for room to write in stock number, year, make, model, color & VIN. 2”W x 3/4”H
black space for writing additional information. Has clear film with an aggressive adhesive that seals the
sticker to the window on all four sides.

MAGNETIC LICENSE PLATE HOLDER
PART # 20-00334 EACH
Make it easy to place your dealer tag on the vehicle for test drives with this magnetic license plate holder.
The red rubber coating protects the paint from scratches.

LICENSE PLATE SCREWS
PART # 20-00335 SLOTTED HEX HEAD LICENSE PLATE SCREWS, 100/PK
PART # 20-00336 METRIC HEX WASHER HEAD LICENSE PLATE SCREWS, 100/PK

ASK US
ABOUT OUR

Call Us Today!
Ultra-Look
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DYESDEGREASERS
AND PAINTS

VINYL, PLASTIC AND CARPET DYES
PART # 20-00188
PART # 20-00189
PART # 20-00190
PART # 20-00191
PART # 20-00192
PART # 20-00193
PART # 20-00194
PART # 20-00195
PART # 20-00196
PART # 20-00197
PART # 20-00198
PART # 20-00199
PART # 20-00200
PART # 20-00201
PART # 20-00202
PART # 20-00203
PART # 20-00204
PART # 20-00205

WHITE HT110, 16OZ
OFF WHITE HT120, 16 OZ
BEIGE HT200, 16OZ
LIGHT BEIGE HT201, 16OZ
PARVE BEIGE HT202, 16OZ
DESERT TAN HT205, 16OZ
DOESKIN HT210, 16OZ
LIGHT BROWN HT213, 16OZ
SAND HT215, 16OZ
TAN HT220, 16OZ
WOODWARD TAN HT222, 16OZ
VINTAGE TAN HT223, 16OZ
CHOCOLATE HT225, 16OZ
BROWN HT230, 16OZ
KHAKI HT235, 16OZ
CHESTNUT HT240, 16OZ
SKY BLUE HT320, 16OZ
MEDIUM BLUE HT325, 16OZ

PART # 20-00206
PART # 20-00207
PART # 20-00208
PART # 20-00209
PART # 20-00210
PART # 20-00211
PART # 20-00212
PART # 20-00213
PART # 20-00214
PART # 20-00215
PART # 20-00216
PART # 20-00217
PART # 20-00218
PART # 20-00219
PART # 20-00220
PART # 20-00221
PART # 20-00222
PART # 20-00223

BLUE HT330, 16OZ
DEEP BLUE HT350, 16 OZ
DOVE GRAY HT400, 16OZ
GRIEGE HT401, 16OZ
LIGHT GRAY HT410, 16OZ
SILVER METALLIC HT420, 16OZ
GRAY METALLIC HT430, 16OZ
DARK GRAY METALLIC HT435, 16OZ
GRAY HT440, 16OZ
CARBON GRAY HT445, 16OZ
DARK GREY HT450, 16OZ
FLAGSTONE HT455, 16OZ
CHARCOAL GRAY HT460, 16OZ
TAWNY GRAY HT465, 16OZ
TAUPE GRAY HT466, 16OZ
DARK GREIGE HT467, 16OZ
DARK CHARCOAL GRAY HT468, 16OZ
BLACK HT470, 16OZ

PAINTABLE RUBBERIZED UNDERCOATING
PART # 20-00283

19.4OZ CAN

Rust preventative with quick dry adhesion that won’t crack or chip under normal conditions. Helps soundproof
cars, excellent on new panel and fender replacements, section repairs, weld joints and rust holes.

BLACK GLOSS ENAMEL CHASSIS PAINT
PART # 20-00275
PART # 20-00276

1 GALLON
5 GALLON

A fast drying, high gloss enamel coating that can safely be used on vehicle frames, engine compartments, trunk
areas, fenders, rocker panels, bumpers etc. It is formulated for use as an OEM primer for trailers, truck bodies
and other ferrous metals. It is long-lasting and offers excellent protection against rust and corrosion. DO NOT
apply paint when temperatures are below 40º F.

Ask about our full line of SEM™ Color Coat!
Color Coat™ is a specialty flexible coating formulated to
restore or change the color of most vinyl surfaces, flexible
and rigid plastics, carpet and velour. Color Coat is not a
dye, but a fade resistant flexible and permanent coating.
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HI-TECH
COLOR CHART

FLOOR MATS

PLASTIC CARPET ADHESIVE FILM - 24”
PART # 20-00702 200FT X 4 MIL ROLL
PART # 20-00703 300FT X 4 MIL ROLL
PART # 20-00107 WALL DISPENSER
The most effective way to temporarily protect freshly cleaned carpets from damage and stains during high
traffic times. Highly resistant to tearing and puncturing, stays in place, has a skid resistant surface, and easy
to remove. Self-adhesive film is printed with ‘Dealer Must Remove Protective Cover’ in the industry standard
rectangular pattern.

PAPER FLOOR MATS WITH PLASTIC COATED BOTTOM
PART # 20-00228 500/BOX
Heavy duty poly coated disposable paper floor mats that protect interior carpets from dirt and grime. They
are printed with “Thanks for coming in. It has been a pleasure to serve you.”
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DEGREASERS
MICROFIBERS, TOWELS AND
CHAMOIS

ZORB IT PRO YELLOW SYNTHETIC DRYING CLOTH
PART # 20-00109 EACH
Dries faster and easier than Hide Chamois. Absorbs twice the water quicker, wrings out easier. Soft & lintless, super
strong and won’t tear. Resists rot, mildew, and chemicals. Machine washable. Use to wipe off water spots, mold or
mildew on cars, boats or anything. Also soaks up spills. 24 in. x 30 in.

WATER SPRITE SYNTHETIC CHAMOIS
PART # 20-00110 EACH
An exclusive, proven PVA material that gently cleans and dries fine finished surfaces. It actually absorbs dirt and grime
away from the surface, leaving it clean and dry. Use on cars, boats, planes, windows and all around the house. It is not
affected by mildew, bacteria, or common household chemicals. Use in place of a sponge or towel. Absorbs 7 times its
weight in water.

16”x 16” BLUE MICROFIBER WAFFLE GLASS CLOTH
PART # 20-00344 EACH
Waffle weave design draws water faster from the surface, creating a lint-free and streak-free surface. Made to last with
reinforced edges that reduce fraying. Safe on all surfaces. Machine washable.

14”x 24” ORANGE WAFFLE MICROFIBER TOWEL
PART # 20-00723 EACH
Extra large size designed for car and truck drying. Heavy weight material with waffle weave pattern that prevents
surface drag. Black soft edging keeps things tidy and protects from scratching. Safe on all surfaces. Machine washable.

15”x 25” GREEN MICROFIBER DELUXE DETAILING TOWEL
PART # 20-00345 EACH
Extra large size designed for car and truck drying. Super plush, deluxe detailing towel. Hemmed edges on all four
sides to prevent fraying. Safe on all surfaces. Machine washable.
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PART # 20-00722 EACH
Ultra plush dual sided microfiber towel that has the edges carefully folded and hemmed on to itself. Made
with premium 70/30 blended microfiber. This blend contains more polyamide, which gives microfiber the
softness needed for the most sensitive surfaces. Machine washable.

16”x 16” MICROFIBER TOWEL
PART # 20-00346
PART # 20-00563
PART # 20-00695
PART # 20-00696

ORANGE
BLUE
YELLOW
LIGHT GREEN

Plush microfiber towels made with polyester and polyamide fiber construction. Hemmed edges prevent
fraying. They penetrate and absorb all particles to produce a deep luster without scratching. Safe on all
surfaces. Machine washable.

14” CALIFORNIA STYLE WATER BLADE SQUEEGEE

MICROFIBERS, TOWELS AND CHAMOIS

18” x 25” BLUE PLUSH MICROFIBER TOWEL

PART # 20-00330 EACH
Removes water quickly, cleanly and efficiently. Molds itself to almost any contour. Patented T-Bar edge is
made of medical grade silicone that won’t scratch or damage the vehicle surface.

BLUE COTTON HUCK TOWELS
PART # 20-00347 10LB BOX
PART # 20-00348 5LB BOX
Blue, pre-washed, lint free huck towels. Detailer’s favorite for streak free windows. 100% cotton and super
absorbent. Hemmed on all four sides.

WHITE COTTON TERRY GENERAL PURPOSE TOWELS
PART # 20-00340 10LB BOX
PART # 20-00341 25LB BOX
These soft, plush, absorbent towels are made from 100% terry and have a multitude of uses.They are
particularly effective for automotive interior cleaning, door jambs, engine bays and wheels. Great for all oil
and grease applications.
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POLISHERSDEGREASERS
AND TOOLS

DEWALT VARIABLE SPEED POLISHER DW849X
PART # 20-00104

EACH

Powerful, 12.0 Amp, all ball-bearing construction for long life and performance for the most demanding
applications. Conveniently located variable speed dial lets user set maximum speed from zero to 600/3500
rpm for different materials and applications. Non Mar Rubber Gear Case Cover reduces surface imperfections
and improves gripping surface.

FLEX ORBITAL ACTION POLISHER XC3401VRG
PART # 20-00751

EACH

The orbital rotation of the innovative FLEX XC 3401 VRG Polisher simulates the circular movement of the
human hand while polishing. It’s highly smooth running facilitates a careful, precise finish and even provides
what is necessary for hologram-free polishing. The positive drive ensures a uniform movement, even under
load. Thanks to the direct orbital drive, very little heat develops on the surface, making this tool ideally suited
to temperature-sensitive finishes.

VARIABLE PRESSURE BLOW GUN WITH 4” NOZZLE
PART # 20-00038

EACH

Variable pressure control with comfort-grip handle and trigger. Super-durable plastic body with stainless steel
nozzle. Suitable for all kinds of cleaning!

VARIABLE PRESSURE BLOW GUN WITH 11” NOZZLE
PART # 20-00039

EACH

Variable pressure control with comfort-grip handle and trigger. Super-durable plastic body with stainless steel
nozzle. Suitable for all kinds of cleaning!

4PC BLOW GUN SET WITH OSHA SAFETY NOZZLE
PART # 20-00040

4PC

1/4” NPT includes a mar-free rubber nozzle, for blowing out hard-to-reach areas like molding, transmissions,
electric motors, etc. Includes OSHA Compliant Safety Nozzle.

4
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PART # 20-00309 600GRIT, 50/BOX
PART # 20-00310 1000GRIT, 50/BOX
PART # 20-00311 1200GRIT, 50/BOX

PART # 20-00312
PART # 20-00313
PART # 20-00314

1500GRIT, 50/BOX
2000GRIT, 50/BOX
2500GRIT, 50/BOX

#00 FINE STEEL WOOL ROLL
PART # 20-00332 5LB ROLL
5lb roll of extra fine grade #00 steel wool. Restores original appearance to aluminium trim and
removes heavy deposits on glass.

SANDPAPER AND ABRASIVES

5 1/2” x 9” WATERPROOF SANDPAPER HALF SHEETS

#00 FINE STEEL WOOL SLEEVE
PART # 20-00333 16/PACK
Pack of 16 extra fine grade #00 steel wool pads. Restores original appearance to aluminium trim
and removes heavy deposits on glass.
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DEGREASERS
SCRAPERS AND RAZOR
BLADES

3 WAY MULTI POSITION BLADE SCRAPER
PART # 20-00315

EACH

3 position all purpose folding scraper does it all! Helps to remove paint, stickers, decals and more! 4-1/2 in.
folded, 9 in. fully extended.

SCREWDRIVER STYLE SCRAPER
PART # 20-00316

EACH

This extra long-reaching razor scraper is perfect for removing decals and stickers from cars, trucks and SUVs.
Comes complete with 3 razor blades, and extra razor blades store easily in the handle!

RETRACTABLE PUSH BUTTON SCRAPER
PART # 20-00317

EACH

Handy scraper with a soft, rubber grip. Features a retractable 1” razor blade holder to safely scrape away
window tint and windshield stickers. Use with single-edge refill blades.

STEEL SINGLE EDGE RAZOR BLADES
PART # 20-00034

100/BOX

Single edge carbon steel razor blades. .009” thick. Fits all standard razor blade holders.

MULTI PURPOSE RED PLASTIC SCRAPERS
PART # 20-00036

12/PK

You’ll find many uses for these very versatile and almost indestructible plastic scrapers! Fantastic as a paint or
tar scraper, sticker remover, putty knife, vinyl remover, pot and pan scraper, snow ski boot and binding scraper,
as well as hundreds of other uses. Approximately 2” x 3”.

PLASTIC DOUBLE EDGE SHARP RAZOR BLADES
PART # 20-00037

100/BOX

Double edge plastic blades are user friendly. Perfect for plastic coated windows or hard surfaces that can be
marred or scratched. Fits all standard razor blade holders.
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PART # 20-00319 EACH
When used wet, this specially designed honey comb material will carry an abundance of soap and
water to safely scrub away stubborn bugs, bird droppings and other contaminants without harming
the clear coat finish.Tough for longer, efficient use.Easily rinses clean. Measures 3 in. x 3 in. x 5 in.

LARGE MESH BUG SPONGE
PART # 20-00320 EACH
Poly sponge encased in a nylon mesh bag. When wet it cleans dirt and grime from windshields,
chrome and whitewalls. Also removes bugs and stains from the vehicles surface without scratching
the paint. Measures 4 in. x 7 in. x 1 in.

SPONGES AND WASH MITS

BUG BLOCK DO ALL SCRUBBER SPONGE

DOBIE ALL SURFACE CLEANING PAD
PART # 20-00321 EACH
An effective sponge for use on a variety of surfaces including vehicles, tables, and floors. A perfect tool
for any detailer’s kit. Measures 3.5 in. x 5.5 in.

MAGIC FOAM ERASER SPONGE
PART # 20-00322 EACH
Simply dampen with water and the Eraser Sponge cleans any hard surface with previously unseen
ease and effectiveness. Great for cleaning leather seats! Measures 2.5 in. x 4.75 in.

SPUN GOLD WASH MITT WITH CUFF
PART # 20-00326 EACH
Made from heavy-duty, long wearing Lorene synthetic fibers. These highly efficient, scratch-proof, double-faced
mitts and pads carry an abundance of soap and water, and withstand heat, gasoline, and detergents.
Measures 8” x 11”; includes cuff.

BLACK MICROFIBER WASH MITT
PART # 20-00732 EACH
Extra plush and fluffy, and holds tons of suds to make any car wash a fun and safe experience. Microfiber is
the best car washing material because it is extra soft, extra absorbent, and helps protect against swirls and
scratches.
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SPONGES AND DEGREASERS
WASH MITTS
4
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WASH MITT LAMBSWOOL BONNET
PART # 20-00700
Wash mitt affixes securely onto the wash mitt backing plate (#20-00699) and with its soft synthetic lambswool
is safe for any painted surface. Makes cleaning those hard to reach areas fast and easy!

WASH MITT BACKING PLATE
PART # 20-00699
Backing plate can be affixed to any standard thread handle for easy, convenient and ergonomic vehicle
washing. For use with Wash Mitt Bonnet (#20-00700).
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PART # 20-00328 EACH
General purpose sprayer ideal for window cleaning, auto detailing and car washing. Fits on 32 oz spray bottle
and forms a tight seal to help prevent leaks. They also provide high output and an extra large spray pattern to
make quick work of any job. 9-1/4” dip tube length. Output is 1.4mL. 28/400 thread finish.

CHEMICAL RESISTANT TRIGGER SPRAYER-GRAY
PART # 20-00329 EACH
Synthetic O-ring and piston cup hold up against the harshest chemicals, even D-limonene and solvents. Up to
40% greater output per stroke significantly reduces the number of times you pull the trigger. Ideal for window
cleaning, auto detailing and car washing. Fits on 32 oz spray bottle and forms a tight seal to help prevent leaks.
9-1/4” dip tube length. Output is 1.4mL. 28/400 thread finish.

12 OZ PLASTIC WAX BOTTLE WITH YORKER CAP
PART # 10-00006 EACH
12 oz. plastic applicator bottle with yorker spout cap. Great for wax and polish application.

SPRAYERS, BOTTLES AND DISPENSING SYSTEMS

GENERAL USE TRIGGER SPRAYER-ORANGE

CARCANDY SCREENPRINTED PLASTIC QUART SPRAY BOTTLE
PART # 10-00007 EACH
32 oz. 65 gram heavy duty plastic spray bottle with graduated side measurements for easy product dilution.
Great for all chemical applications. Trigger sprayers sold separately.

ACID RESISTANT TRIGGER SPRAYER-GOLD
PART # 20-00839 EACH
Proprietary design extends product life when used with acid solutions. High output and an extra large spray
pattern make quick work of any job. Up to 40% greater output per stroke significantly reduces the number of
times you pull the trigger. Black and gold color. 9-1/4” dip tube length. Output is 1.4mL. 28/400 thread finish.
Do NOT use with solvent based products.

3/4” SPIGOT FOR 5 GALLON CUBE
PART # 20-00318 EACH
3/4 inch spigot threads into 5 gallon cubes for easy pouring. The 1/2 inch opening allows for easy dispensing
of thicker liquids such as soaps and thick dressings.
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SPRAYERS, BOTTLES AND DISPENSING
DEGREASERS
SYSTEMS

PLASTIC 5 GALLON PAIL PUMP
PART # 20-00171 EACH
Versatile design fits most 5 gallon pails with Rieke Sr. Flexspout opening. Plunger locks down for easy storage.
Can be used for dispensing water based products, mild corrosives, detergents, waxes, soaps etc.

METAL 5 GALLON PAIL PUMP
PART # 20-00168 EACH
Rugged and dependable, fits all 5- and 6-gallon pails. Solvent resistant, will not corrode or rust.
Can be used with reducers, lacquer thinners and other solvents. Made of heavy duty stainless Steel.

HEAVY DUTY CHEMICAL RESISTANT PLASTIC DRUM PUMP
PART # 20-00170 EACH
Features TWO Interchangeable spouts! (One standard and one narrow are included.) Easily fill regular quart
bottles with no spills. Resistant to a wide range of acids, alkaline, super thick soaps, degreasers, oils &
lubricants. Made of high impact polymer resins and will NOT rust! Will fit coarse and fine threaded drums.

PLASTIC DRUM SIPHON PUMP
PART # 20-00172 EACH
The bellows action of this siphon pump allows for quick and easy emptying of 15, 30, and 55 gallon drums.
Can be used for waterbased fluids, mild corrosives, detergents, waxes, soaps, antifreeze, etc. Do not use with
solvents. Pumps 7 gallons/minute. Comes standard with a 2 in. IPS bung adapter.

METAL DRUM PUMP
PART # 20-00167 EACH
Designed to fit 15-gallon through 55-gallon drums. Steel construction, removable spout, comfort grip pull
handle. Dispenses approximately 1-1/2 pints per full lift stoke. Can be used with lacquer thinners and solvent
based products (not for use with acid).

4
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PART # 20-00154 EACH
An economical way to dispense a wide variety of automatically diluted chemical solutions into spray bottles,
buckets or other containers at the touch of a button. Dilution is controlled by drawing chemicals through
metering tips of varying size and injecting this metered amount into the water flow. Provides better chemical
performance and reduces waste.

SURE SHOT AIR PRESSURE SPRAYER SS1000
PART # 20-00327 EACH
An inexpensive way to apply bulk chemicals like cleaners, degreasers, penetrating oils, solvents and lubricants.
They use readily available compressed air, instead of flammable and/or dangerous propellants, and because
they are reusable you don’t have to worry about disposal of empty cans. Great for use with Non Chlorinated
Brake Cleaner and solvents!

CAR WASH FOAM CANNON WITH ADAPTER
PART # 20-00697 EACH

Use with our Triple
Delight Foam Polish!

The special design of the foam cannon mixes car wash soap with water and air to create a thick car wash foam.
Adjustable nozzle that allows different spray patterns from pencil tip to fan jet. Comes with a 1/4” quick
disconnect adapter. Requires pressure washer to have 2.0GPM & Over 1000 PSI for use. Works great with our
Triple Delight Foam Polish!
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WAX AND TIRE APPLICATORS

ROUND MICROFIBER POCKET WAX APPLICATOR
PART # 20-00379 EACH
Durable foam applicator encased in soft, plush blue microfiber. It gently and evenly applies waxes, polishes
and protectants to any surface. It’s pocket allows more control and ease of application when applying wax.
Measures 5.5 in. diameter.

ROUND COTTON WAX APPLICATOR
PART # 20-00383 EACH
Poly sponge applicator encased in white cotton.It is great for applying wax and polish to cars without
scratching vehicle surface. It is durable and can be used over and over again. Measures 4.5 in.diameter.

SQUARE STRIPED TERRY WAX APPLICATOR
PART # 20-00380 SMALL
PART # 20-00381 LARGE
Poly sponge applicator encased in striped cotton terry knit. It is great for applying wax and polish to cars
without scratching vehicle surface. It is durable and can be used over and over again.

LARGE CRESCENT TIRE DRESSING APPLICATOR
PART # 20-00325 EACH
Poly foam sponge used for applying tire protectants and dressings. The unique shape of this tire dressing
applicator, hugs the sidewall of tires allowing even and quick application of your favorite tire dressing.
Measures 4 in. x 2.5 in. x 3 in.

SQUARE COTTON WAX APPLICATOR
PART # 20-00382 EACH
Poly sponge applicator encased in white cotton.It is great for applying wax and polish to cars without
scratching vehicle surface. It is durable and can be used over and over again. Measures 4.5 in. x 3.5 in. x 1 in.

LARGE ROUND TIRE DRESSING APPLICATOR
PART # 20-00324 EACH
Its ergonomic grip handle make this applicator easy to hold and it keeps your fingers clean. The applicator is
made from a professional poly foam material which doesn’t absorb too much product. Perfect for applying your
favorite tire dressing!
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PART # 20-00235 LARGE, 50/BOX
PART # 20-00236 EXTRA LARGE, 50/BOX
Powder-free exam grade latex gloves. 12” length for added protection and beaded cuff. Fully textured for
superior grip. Thickness: 14 mil.

DERMA-LITE BLUE NITRILE GLOVES
PART # 20-00237 LARGE, 100/BOX
PART # 20-00238 EXTRA LARGE, 100/BOX
Latex free disposable gloves. Chemical and solvent resistant. Lightly powdered for easy slip-on. Superior
puncture and abrasion resistance. Thickness: 5 mil.

MISCELLANEOUS
SUPPLIES
DRESSINGS
/ SOLVENT
BASED

THICKSTER BLUE LATEX DISPOSABLE GLOVES

DERMATEC POWDER FREE BLACK NITRILE GLOVES
PART # 20-00608 MEDIUM, 100/BOX
PART # 20-00393 LARGE, 100/BOX
PART # 20-00394 EXTRA LARGE, 100/BOX
Latex free disposable nitrile gloves. Chemical and solvent resistant. Full textured surface for superior wet or dry
grip. Smooth interior finishes for easing donning and comfortable wear, even over long periods of continuous
use. Thickness: 5 mil.

DUST MASK WITH NOSE CLIP
PART # 20-00252 50/PK
Protects against non-toxic dusts, powders, pollen and other airborne irritants. Disposable mask are lightweight,
comfortable, easy to breathe through; custom-fitting with adjustable metal nosepiece. Non-woven filter
material conforms comfortably to facial features. Can easily be worn with safety glasses or goggles.

ASK ABOUT OUR
PRIVATE LABEL
PROGRAM

Your Brand
Here

Build your own unique brand!
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